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Marugoto Machigoto 
Hazard Map signage

City boundary

Flood disaster evacuation sites 
on high ground

Major hospitals 
on high ground in Kita City

Flooding risk areas including 
collapse of buildings (flooding)

Expected flood depth (rank classification) and rough indication

Evacuation route (stairs only)

Expressway

Main road

River area, etc.

Evacuation route
 (only for pedestrians)

Evacuation route
 (vehicles are allowed to enter)

River monitoring camera

Gauging station

Dangerous spots and 
places requiring attention

Areas with risk of flooding that causes 
the collapse of buildings and other damage

Area w
ith a risk of flooding on the top floor

Inundation above the ground 
floor level, or up to the knees 
of adults outside of a building

Inundation below 
the second-floor level

Inundation up to the eaves 
of the second floor

Sediment disaster special warning area

Sediment disaster warning area

Area of 1 week or more but less than 2 weeks

Area of 1 day or more but less than 3 days

Area of less than 12 hours

Area of 2 weeks or more

River
River area, etc.

Area of 3 days or more but less than 1 week

Area of 12 hours or more but less than 1 day

Inundation duration time(flood depth of 0.5m or more)

Names of flood disaster evacuation sites on high ground Location

Facility name Location Telephone No. Index

Index

Other flood risk areas
 (less than 0.5 m) 

Areas where
 walking is impossible 
(0.5 m or more)

Flooding risk areas
 including collapse 
of buildings

NoteEvacuation behaviorsAreas, etc.
[Early evacuation is necessary]
Evacuate to higher ground as far away as possible, because there is a possibility of 
heavy flooding that will destroy a two-story wooden building, and the flood depth of 
0.5 m or more, which makes it impossible to walk, will continue for not less than two 
weeks. Start taking action early before the weather worsens, in order to evacuate safely.

Collect updated information through TV and Kita City.Areas outside of
 the flood risk areas 

It can also be assumed that residents, etc. 
in flood risk areas will evacuate to your 
neighborhood, so it may be necessary for 
you to assist in their evacuation.

No.

No.

1-12-14 Nishigaoka
6-9-1 Tabata
5-4-1 Tabata
1-18-10 Nishigahara
3-5-12 Nishigahara
4-19-21 Nishigahara
1-12-27 Takinogawa
2-52-10 Takinogawa
6-19-4 Takinogawa
7-12-17 Takinogawa
5-44-15 Takinogawa
5-55-8 Takinogawa
3-72-1 Takinogawa
1-9-33 Jujodai
3-1-25 Kami-jujo
2-18-17 Kami-jujo
5-2-3 Kami-jujo
4-5-17 Jujo-nakahara
2-21-15 Nishigaoka
6-1-4 Akabane-nishi
2-1-34 Akabanedai
1-10-23 Kirigaoka
2-6-11 Kirigaoka

Nishigaoka Elem. School
Former Tabata Junior High School
Tabata Elem. School
Takinogawa Elem. School
Asuka Junior High School
Nishigahara Elem. School
Takinogawa Daisan Elem. School
Kita City Office, Government Office for Takinogawa
Takinogawa Daini Elem. School
Yabata Elem. School
International French School in Tokyo Annex
Takinogawa Koyo Junior High School
Takinogawa Momiji Elem. School
Jujo Fujimi Junior High School
Former Fujimi Junior High School
Oji Daigo Elem. School
Oji Daisan Elem. School
Former Shimizu Elem. School
Umenoki Elem. School
Inatsuke Junior High School
Akabanedai Nishi Elem. School
Kirigaokasato Elem. School
Kirigaoka Junior High School

Kita Medical and Rehabilitation 
Center for the Disabled 1-2-3 Jujodai

Tokyo-Kita Medical Center 4-17-56 Akabanedai
Ohashi Hospital 1-22-1 Kirigaoka
Takinogawa Hospital 2-32-12 Takinogawa
Flowers & Forest Tokyo Hospital 2-3-6 Nishigahara
Nishigahara Hospital 2-46-9 Nishigahara
Fuji Hospital 3-33-11 Nishigahara
Kanaji Hospital 1-5-6 Nakazato

Akabane Rehabilitation Hospital 6-37-12 Akabane-nishi

[Emergency evacuation]
If there is no time to move to higher 
ground, or it is rather dangerous to 
go outside due to strong wind and 
rain, evacuate to the upper floors of 
a solid, tall building (concrete, heavy 
steel structure, etc.). In that case, it is 
necessary to evacuate to the upper 
floors above the assumed flood depth.
*It is possible to predict the flooding 
of the Arakawa River at an early stage, 
such as the approach of a large 
typhoon.

[Early evacuation is necessary]
Evacuate to higher ground as far away as possible, because the flood 
depth of 0.5 m or more, which makes it impossible to walk, will continue 
for a long period (two weeks or more in some places). Start taking action 
early before the weather worsens, in order to evacuate safely.

Since flood damage of inundation below the floor level is expected, 
consider evacuating to safe high ground. When evacuating, start taking 
action early before the weather worsens, in order to evacuate safely.
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Major hospitals on high ground in Kita City

*Flood disaster evacuation sites on high ground will be opened when it is 
judged that there is a risk of flooding of the Arakawa River, such as the 
approach of a large typhoon that causes heavy rain over a wide area 
including the upper reaches of the Arakawa River. Kita City prepares 
stockpiled food and household goods, but the number is limited. We 
appreciate that as many citizens as possible bring their necessary items 
with them when evacuating.

“Marugoto Machigoto 
Hazard Map” signage 
actually installed

　This map shows the flood risk areas, flood depth, evacuation sites, etc. when the Arakawa River floods. It reflects the map of the flood risk 
areas (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism) associated with the assumed maximum rainfall (total rainfall of 632 mm in 72 
hours for the Arakawa River basin) specified by the Flood Control Act. (Including flood risk of the Iruma River of the Arakawa River system)

　The “Marugoto Machigoto 
Hazard Map” is signage 
showing flood depth in the 
city to help people visualize 
the depth of the flooding 
shown on the hazard map. 
It also provides information 
about evacuation sites so 
that people can evacuate 
immediately.

*The evacuation sites that will be opened when the flooding of the Shakujii 
River or sediment disaster is expected are different. (Please see the back page.)

　It shows the expected inundation duration time (time that water remains at a depth of 0.5 m or more) when 
the Arakawa River floods. (Including flood risk of the Iruma River of the Arakawa River system)
　Many areas will be flooded for not less than two weeks, and you might not be able to return home for a while.
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Flood disaster evacuation sites on high ground (In case of flooding of the Arakawa River)
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